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STANDGARD BASE
®

PORTABLE STANDING STATION

21”

28”
®

STAND LONGER. STAND SAFER. STANDGARD

Insulates stationary workers from excessive temperatures
and fatigue. Serves as a home base that improves worker
efficiency, visibility, and safety.

APPLICATIONS:
»

Work Zone Flaggers

»

Parking Lot Attendants

»

Parking Valets

»

Venue/Event Parking Attendants

»

School Crossing Guards

»

Tailgaters at special events

StandGard® Base Temporary Portable Standing Assistant

PROTECT WORKERS FROM EXCESSIVE TEMPERATURES:
For those who work outdoors, extreme temperatures can pose a
hazard. Outdoor workers, especially those who remain in a stationary
position for hours, can lose significant body heat in cold weather,
and overheat in hot weather.
StandGard® Base Temporary Portable Standing Assistant reduces
the transference of heat between workers and street, sidewalk, or
parking lot surfaces. With an R-Value that exceeds six, StandGard
reduces the transference of heat by up to 84%, when compared
to shoes alone.
With StandGard Base, feet remain cooler in hot weather, warmer in
cold, up to six times longer.

STANDGARD BASE
®

PORTABLE STANDING STATION

StandGard helps reduces the
transfer of heat by 84%StandGard
has R-Value of 6.

Integrated Relief Handle makes
carrying by hand easier.

Orange Color improves
daytime visibility.

Replaceable,
weatherable AntiFatigue Mat
reduces wear on
feet, knees and
backs of workers,
extends life of foam
base.

Reflective
tape increases
visibility in low
light conditions.

Flush design
between mat
and base resists
water build-up
on mat.

Rigid material
stores vertically
to take up less
space in the
vehicle.

WEIGHT & DIMENSIONS:

Overall Dimensions: 21" W x 28" L x 1.75" Thick
Standing Area Dimensions: 16.75" W x 24.5" L
Weight: 4.5 lbs

Rectangular Shape
provides nearly three
square feet of functional
standing area.

Lightweight, wear-resistant foam
base with Polyurea coating for
maximum durability.

PROVIDES A HOME BASE FOR WORKERS:
StandGard® Base Temporary Portable Standing Assistant
provides a tangible home base for workers who stand
adjacent to traffic, including flaggers and parking lot
attendants. When workers are in a predictable, consistent
location, it is easier for drivers to see them quickly.
StandGard can also reduce or deter a natural tendency
among workers to “drift” away from their stationary positions
and close to the work zone site. With StandGard, workers
have a designated standing location with an appropriate,
predetermined buffer space between a worker and the
work zone.
StandGard Base creates a recognizable location at which
a worker should remain. As drivers can more readily see
them, workers are safer adjacent to live traffic.

STAND LONGER.
STAND SAFER.

PRODUCT WARRANTY:

STANDGARD

®

Our warranty is for one-year, full-replacement warranty
against any manufacturing defects.
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